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Abstract

A line_- mixing model is used to model the spectral variability of an AVIILIS scene from the

western foothills of the Sierra Nevada and calibrate these radiance data to reflectance. Five

spectral endmembers from the AVIRIS data, plus an ideal "shade" endmember were required to

model the continuum reflectance of each pixel in the image. Three of the endmembers were

interpreted to model the surface constituents green vegetation, dry grass, and illumination. These

are the main transient surface constituents that are expected to change with shifts in land use or

climatic influences and viewing conditions ("shade" only). The spectral distinction between the

other three endmembers is very small, yet the spatial distributions are coherent and interpretable.

These distributions cross anthropogenic and vegetation boundaries and are best interpreted as

different soil types. Comparison of the fraction images to the bedrock geology maps indicates that

substrate composition must be a factor contributing to the spectral properties of these endmembers.

Detailed examination of the reflectance spectra of the three soil endmembers reveals that differences

in the amount of ferric and ferrous iron and/or organic constituents in the soils is largely

responsible for the differences in spectral properties of these endmembers.
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I Introduction

As EarihScienceevolvesinto theeraof theEarthObservingSystem,with increasingemphasis

beingplacedon issuesrelatedto globalchange(CommitteeonEarthSciences,1990),it is

becomingevermoreimportantto applyquantitativemodellingtechniquestoremotesensingdata.

Remotesensingwill play avital role in globalchangeresearchbecauseof thesynopticcoverageof

landsurfaces,repeatmeasurementsthroughtime,andthenumeric-,andthereforequantitative-

natureof thedata.For landsurfaces,modellingapproachesareneededthatcharacterizethe

primarysurfaceconstituentsquantitativelyandarebasedonarealisticandreproducibledescription
of thesurface.This is requiredfor the identificationof thepreciseamountof changeoccurringin

transientsurfaceconstituentsthatrespondrapidly to changesin landuseorclimaterelative,to

surfaceconstituentsthatdonotchangeor changemuchmoreslowly.

Mixturemodellingof highspectralandspatialresolutionimagingspectrometerdatahasbeen
shownto beausefultool for characterizationof theamountanddistributionof surfaceconstituents

(e.g.MustardandPieters,1987a,Gillespieet al, 1990). In addition,mixturemodellingassuming

linearmixturesystematicshasbeenshownto beareliableandquantitativemethodfor totalanalysis

of multi-andhyper-spectraldatafrom calibrationthroughto adetaileddescriptionandmodelof the

surface(Adamset al, 1986;Smithet al, 1990a). In thepresentanalysis,spectralmixture

modellingis appliedto AVIRIS dataoverafield sitein thefoothillsof theSierraNevada,

Californiato identifyandmaptheprincipalsurfacecomponents.Theterrainconsistsof a

heterogeneousmixtureof soil,rock, andvegetationin ahilly environmentthathasmanyslope

changesovershortspatialdistances.Thehighlyvariableillumination conditions and heterogeneity

in relative amounts of surface components presents a significant challenge to the effective analysis

of imaging spectrometer data.

The primary goal of this investigation is to identify the major surface constituents on the basis

of spectral properties and map the distribution and abundance of the constituents. The surface

elements mapped will be interpreted to determine which are associated with transient surface

components such as vegetation and which are associated with the less transient soil and bedrock

properties. As stated above, short term changes in the land surface are likely to be concentrated in

transient surface constituents such as vegetation. To quantitatively compare and understand scenes

in a multi-temporal context, the transient surface constituents must be decoupled from the less

transient elements such as soils. However, soils contain a dynamic mixture of organic and

inorganic components, some of which may have a rapid response to land surface changes (e.g.

humus). Since soils will play an vital role in global change research, it is important to determine

from the standpoint of remote sensing if different soils can be identified as distinct from standing

vegetation, are they characterized by specific compliments of organic or inorganic constituents, and
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canthoseconstituentsbeuniquelyidentified. It will beshownin thisanalysisthat transientsurface

componentsgreenvegetationandsenescentgrassesaredistinctspectrallyandtheabundancesare

mappedin aspatialcontext.Threeadditionalsurfacecomponentsarealsomapped.Thespatial
distributionsandabundancesareinterpretedtoindicatethatthesecomponentsarecloselyrelatedto

differentsoilswhile thespatialdistributionsandspectralpropertiesappearto becoupled,to first

order,to bedrockcomposition.

II FieId Site

The study area lies primarily within the Kaweah serpentinite melange in the western foothills of

the Sierra Nevada near Fresno CA (Figure 1). The topography is hilly, but smoothly varying with

few extensive rock faces or cliffs and a maximum topographic variation of =200 meters. The

bedrock is dominated by the components of a tectonically deformed ophiolite melange in the

western half of the site and volcaniclastic sediments _d primarily granodiorite plutonic rocks of

the Sierra Nevada in the eastern half. The distribution of primary rock types and general mineral

constituents of the melange are well known from extensive field studies (Saleeby, 1977; 1978;

1984). In the melange, substantial blocks of the coherent ophiolite components (oceanic basalt,

gabbro, peridotite) up to several kilometers long generally occupy the higher topographic regions

while the intervening regions are composed of the compositionally complex melange matrix.

Compositional variation in the large blocks is low while in the matrix composition varies

tremendously on all scales from centimeters to kilometers. The overall composition of the ophiolite

melange is marie to ultramafic with abundant magnesium and iron but little potassium, sodium, and

aluminium. The regional extent of the melange can readily be recognized by the distinct lack of

trees and uniform cover of soils and grasses on surfaces underlain by melange bedrock. On

surfaces underlain by granodiorite, trees are more common, though still sparse.

Rock outcrops are sparse and largely restricted to hilltops and ridges. Hill slopes are covered

by a variable mixture of soil and, during the dry season, senescent grasses. Lithic fragments up to

a few centimeters in length are common in the soils on the hill slopes. Valley floors are riffled with

alluvial deposits which can be quite thick along Yokohi Creek. Relict alluvial fans and cones are

observed where some of the valleys exit into the larger valley associated with Yokohl Creek.

Several small, old, debris flows, now covered by grass, occur along the base of the hills in the

noah-central part of the field area. There is no evidence of any major active transport of surface

materials, which suggests the surface is in a stable erosional state.

Surface Materials

In terms of visible to near-infrared reflectance properties, there are four primary types of

surface materials exposed in the field site: green vegetation, senescent grasses, rock, and soil.
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Thelithologiccomponentsunderlyingthefield siteareextraordinarilydiverse.The matrixof the

melangeis.particularlycomplexwith mineralchemistriesandmodalabundancesvaryinggreatly
evenat thescaleof afew centimeters.Becausemaficmineralsexhibitstrongabsorptionsatvisible

tonear-infraredwavelengths,thesecomponentsarewell distinguishedatAVIRIS wavelengths.A

selection of reflectance spectra representative of the diversity of the block and matrix lithologies are

shown in Figure 2a. All spectra shown are of exposed, naturally occurring, weathered surfaces.

These materials are characterized, and distinguished by the strength, position, and shape of the

broad ferric and ferrous absorptions between 0.5 and 1.4 I.tm and the narrow hydroxyl overtone

and combination overtones near 1.4 lma and longwards of 1.8 I.tm. Based on the characteristics of

these spectral features it is possible to identify the mineral species (e.g.. Bums, 1970; Farmer,

1974; Hunt and Salisbury, 1970), the abundance of minerals (e.g.Johnson et al, 1983; Clark and

Roush, 1984; Mustard and Pieters, 1987a; 1989), and estimate the chemical composition of the

minerals (Sunshine et al, 1990; Mustard, 1992). Shown in Figure 2a are spectra of melange

lithologies dominated by serpentine (matrix rock) and the amphibole hornblende (altered gabbro).

Both exhibit strong Fe2+-Fe 3+ charge transfer bands near 0.7 gm and Fe 2÷ electronic transition

bands near 0.95 and i. 15 p.m. Significant quantities of fine-grained disseminated magnetite in

these rocks would act to reduce the albedo and attenuate the spectra contrast. Compared to the

spectra of the mafic and ultramafic rocks, the spectrum of granodiorite is featureless in this

wavelength region, reflecting the dominantly quartz-feldspar mineralogy of this rock type.

Laboratory reflectance spectra of representative vegetation components are shown in Figure 2b.

The spectra of the grasses are the most important for this analysis and will be discussed briefly.

The spectrum of senescent grass is characterized by a very steep and smooth rise in reflectance

between 0.4 and 0.7 lam with cellulose, lignin, and molecular water absorptions longwards of 1.2

p.m (Elvidge, 1988). All components of senescent grasses (i.e., stalks, leaves, seed pods) exhibit

broadly similar spectral features but the overall albedo varies with the plant part. The differences

between the green vegetation and dry grass spectra in Figure 2b are the same as the differences

observed in reflectance spectra of deciduous vegetation through senescence. The spectrum of

partially decayed grasses differs from senescent grasses primarily in the shape of the spectrum

between 0.3 and 1.3 I.tm where the decayed grasses exhibit a distinct continuum slope. This is due

to the breakdown in the structural components of the vegetation. Fires are not uncommon in this

region and a spectrum of burnt grass is included for comparison to the green and senescent

vegetation. Vegetation absorption features are absent in this spectrum and it is dominated by the

spectral properties of carbon.

• Laboratory reflectance spectra of bulk soil specimens collected from the field site are shown in

Figure 2c. All soil samples were collected from the top few centimeters of the surface and are

therefore representative of the material that will interact with solar radiation and be detected by the
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AVIRIS sensor.Soilscontainvariablecombinationsof liquid, mineralogic, and organic

constituents, all of which contribute to the observed reflectance (c.f. Bowers and Hanks, 1965;

Condit, 1972; Stoner and Baumgardner, 1981; Huete and Escadafal, 1991). Common to all these

spectra are the bound water and hydroxyl absorptions near 1.4 and 1.9 l.tm. Molecular water also

contributes to the general decrease in reflectance at waveIengths longer than 2.2 lxm. Narrow

absorptions near 2.2 and 2.3 lam are due to A1-OH and Mg-OH combination overtones in

mineralogic soil constituents. In the visible to near-infrared wavelength region (0.3 to 1.7 lam) the

spectra of these soils are primarily distinguished by the presence or absence of absorptions

associated with Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ and by organic carbon absorptions in humus (Huete and Escadafal,

1991). The reddish soil (D) exhibits a strong absorption near 0.5 I.tm and a weak absorption near

0.9 ktm which are typical of charge transfer absorptions and indicates the presence of ferric and

ferrous iron. The spectra of soils B and C exhibit weak charge transfer absorptions superimposed

on the strong positive continuum slope again pointing to the presence of Fe 2+ and Fe 3+. However

the continuum shape of soils B, C, and E, which is characterized by a steady rise in reflectance to a

slightly concave shape, can be indicative of absorptions related to organic carbon (Huete and

Escadafal, 1991). The subtle inflexions are likely due to Fe 2+ electronic transition absorptions

indicating that the Fe 2+ is in octahedral coordination, probably in lithic fragments or minerals in the

soil.

It is unlikely that such well defined mineral absorptions seen in Figure 2a will be observed in

the AVIRIS data. The rock exposures are too small and distributed to contributed significantly to

the reflectance spectra measured by AVHLIS and the rock outcrops have variable covers of lichen

and mosses that further limit direct exposure. However, the spectra shown in Figure 2a provide

some indication of the spectral variability and diversity of bedrock underlying the region which

may be detected in the surface spectra. It is anticipated that the primary signal detected by the

AVIRIS sensors will be dominated by the spectral properties of soils and senescent grasses. The

key questions in this analysis are: can the relative contributions of soils and grasses be

determined?, can different soil spectral types be identified?, what is the relationship to the

underlying bedrock?, and are there any small absorptions superimposed on the general soil-grass

continuum that are diagnostic of bedrock composition.

III Analysis

Data Reduction and Calibration Estimates

AVIRIS data were acquired over this region on October 2, 1989 under generally clear

conditions. An image of the surface reflectance at wavelength channel 650 nm is shown in Figure

3. Although it was not possible to coordinate field activities for this overflight, field observations,

collection of surface samples, and measurement of field reflectance using the PIDAS spectrometer
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(Goetz, 1987) had been accomplished in June and September 1987. There are no time-invariant,

compositionally homogeneous regions in the AVIRIS scene that are large enough to be used as

calibration targets. However an extensive library of spectra representative of the surface materials

in the field site has been developed, and therefore the mixing-method approach to calibration

discussed in detail by Smith et al (1990a) and Gillespie et al (1990) was employed as a guide for

calibration. The raw AVIILIS data were ftrst corrected to radiance using engineering and

calibration fries provided by JPL. These corrected data were visually inspected, channel by

channel, for data quality and image channels with poor quality were discarded. Data from the D

spectrometer (1.84-2.45 l.tm) were of uniformly low quality and therefore not used in this analysis.

A total of 104 out of the 160 channels in spectrometers A, B, and C (0.41-1.86 l.tm) was selected.

Most of the discarded bands occur in the wavelength regions of strong atmospheric water

absorption bands near 0.94, 1.13, and 1.4 gm.

In theory, the number of possible endmembers in a spectral mixture analysis is determined by

the spatial and spectral resolution, and the dimensionality of the data (i.e. total number of bands).

However, in practise, the number of unique endmembers is generally far less than the number of

bands in hyperspectral systems. This is because adjacent channels in hyperspectral data are highly

correlated, and therefore redundant, and for spatial resolutions measured in the 10's of meters, the

spectral variance of a scene is dominated by a small number of common surface constituents (e.g.

grass, soil, etc). The spectral properties of the common constituents combine, in different

fractional proportion for each pixel, to form a "continuum" that explains most of the spectral

variance. This "continuum" differs from conventional continuua, which are smooth maximum

limiting curves from which spectra depart in discrete absorptions. Unlike conventional continuua,

a mixture "continuum" frequently contains strong absorptions that exist in the spectra of the

common constituent endmembers. Unusual or unmodelled components and absorptions that occur

in low abundances or have very weak absorptions, can be detected in residual images (difference

between spectrum and modelled continuum as a function of wavelength).

A subsection of the total image that included agricultural lands was extracted for initial analysis

and estimation of reflectance calibration coefficients. An interactive linear mixture analysis was

performed on this subset to identify the imag_'_ndmembers. The theory and methods employed in

this process are discussed in detail by Smith et al (1990a) and Gillespie et al (1990). Image

endmembers were initially defined using statistical analysis of spectral variance and a basic

understanding of the surface constitutents from field observations. They were then refined by

examining intermediate solutions to the mixture model and re-selection of the pixel locations of the

image endmembers based on the root mean square (rms) error and fraction images. A solution is

considered valid when 1) fraction values across the scene are mostly between 0.0 and 1.0, 2)

average rms error for the image is close to that expected for the noise equivalent DN, 3) the image
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of rms error contains little structure or spatial information, and 4) the fraction images are spatially

coherent and consistent with field observations. Throughout these analyses, a model "shade"

endmember is incIuded in addition to the image endmembers. "Shade" is an idealized zero-

reflectance endmember that models albedo variations that are due to the effects of variable

illumination and shading in the scene, (Adams et al, 1986; GiUespie et al, 1990). For the initial

subset of the total scene four image endmembers plus "shade" were required to accurately model

the scene radiance.

The uncalibrated spectra of the four AVIRIS image endmembers were then transformed from

radiance values to the reflectances of the spectral library developed for this site using the linear

gain, offset, and fractional abundance relationships given by Smith et at (1990a) and Gillespie et al

(1990). The purpose of this procedure was to derive a set of calibration coefficients to correct for

the additive and multiplicative effects of instrument and atmosphere and thereby convert the

AVIRIS radiance to an estimate of surface reflectance. Convergence to an acceptable solution was

hindered by the low spectral contrast between the image endmembers and the lack of relevant

spectra of green vegetation in the spectral library used. Although the general shapes of spectra of

green vegetation are very similar, the strength of the red edge absorption is variable among species

and does not scale linearly. Since green vegetation has the greatest spectral contrast in this AVIRIS

scene, an improper green vegetation spectral endmember can adversely effect the gain and offset

values determined. However, inspection of the gain and offset factors indicated only small

variations among the solutions for the offset term. Since the additive terms are more critical than

the multiplicative terms for mathematical analyses of spectra (e.g. band or spectral ratios), an

average of the offset terms from several solutions was subtracted from the AVIRIS radiance. To

convert to reflectance, a region with an apparently homogeneous cover of dry grass was used as a

relative reflectance calibration standard (Mustard and Pieters, 1987b). The library spectrum for the

dry grass was acquired with the PIDAS spectrometer from the field area. A plot of the

multiplicative and additive terms used to convert the AVIRIS radiance to approximate reflectance is

shown in Figure 4. Note that the additive term shows a decrease with increasing wavelength,

typical of atmospheric scattering.

Spatial Distributions

In the initial linear mixing analysis of the raw data to derive calibration coefficients, a subset of

the total AVIRIS scene was used to expedite the analysis and the evaluation of the calibration.

Using the data corrected for estimates of the additive and multiplicative calibration factors

(calibrated data) this analysis was expanded to encompass the entire image. All calculations were

carried out using the full dynamic range of the AVIRIS data. Interactive spectral mixture analysis

of the entire image was performed using successive solutions to refine the number of endmembers



andthephysicallocationfrom whichthespectraof theimageendmemberswerederived.A total

of 5 imageendmembers("dry grass","greenvegetation","Soil1", "Soil2", "Soil3") plus amodel
"shade"of 0.01%reflectance(tomodelillumination effects(Adamset al, 1986)),wererequiredto

satisfythecriteriafor avalidsolutiondiscussedabove.Thephysicallocationsfrom wherethese

endmemberswereextractedareshownin Figure3. Additionalendmemberscausethesolutionsto

violatecriteria1and4 while fewerendmembersviolatecriteria2and3. Theaveragermserrorfor

theentireimageis lessthan3%reflectance.Inspectionof thermserrorimageshowsahigh

qualityfit with onlyafew regionsof higherror,generallyassociatedwith greenvegetation

componentssuchasirrigatedlawnsandalongwatercourses.Thestrengthof thechlorophyll

absorptionto near-infraredreflectance,andcomplimentof "shade",leaves,andwoodymaterialfor

theseareasdiffer from theimageendmemberfor greenvegetationwhichwastakenfrom an

orchard.The fraction images showing the spatial distribution and abundance of the five image

endmembers plus "shade" are are shown in Figure 5.

The fraction images provide a framework for exploring the many interesting relationships

amongst soil, rock, and grass in this area. Note that the fraction images are largely uncorrelated

with illumination (compare to the complimented "shade" image). This indicates that primarily the

fractional contributions to each AVIRIS spectrum from the image spectral endmembers are being

identified, and not effects of illumination. The elements of green vegetation are extremely well

modelled and partitioned into the vegetation fraction image. This is expected since green vegetation

exhibits the most spectral contrast of all the endmembers. Throughout most of the field area, and

especially in regions underlain by the mafic and ultramafic lithologies of the Kaweah ophiolite

melange, green vegetation is essentially absent and is localized in irrigated fields and along water

courses. In the northwestern portion of the image area, however, slightly elevated values for green

vegetation are observed and appear as discrete points. This region is associated with the more

silicic substrate of the Cretaceous batholi_s. The discrete points correspond to individual trees.

The grass endmember is highly correlated'_th the albedo (though not illumination) as seen in

Figure 3. The spatial patterns agree with general field observations made in 1987, but there have

been some changes in the distribution of dry grass inferred from visual examination of airphotos,

SPOT, and thematic mapper data. The correlation of changing patterns with field boundaries

suggests that shifts in the principal sites of herbivore grazing are an important cause of the

observed variations. Fires have also affected small areas (e.g., north central part of image area,

indicated by the white arrow in Figure 3).

The other three fraction images in Figure 5 are interpreted to represent different primary

surface units consisting of surface soil and partially decayed vegetation, principally grass. As such

they do not uniquely identify a specific soil type, but nevertheless display spatial patterns that can

be interpreted according to the known distributions of lithologic substrates (Compare to Figure
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lb). These endmembers are referred to as "soils" in the following discussion for convenience.

The distribution of "Soill" is concentrated in the eastern half of the image area. The highest

fractions are found in the alluvial deposits along the southern border of the river valley, and in the

exposures of Cretaceous granodiorite in the northeastern and south-central parts of the image.

Within the area underlain by volcaniclastic sediments, slate, and argillite, the fractions are also

uniformly high, though not as high as for the areas mentioned above, and exhibit no evidence of

geomorphic control on location or abundance. In the western half of the image the distributions are

patchy and discontinuous. Detailed maps of the block types and distributions in the melange by

Saleeby (1978) indicate a substantial concentration of bedded chert, chert blocks, and chert

interbedded with basalt in the portion of the image slightly north and west of the center (indicated

in Figure lb). A relatively large zone of moderate "Soill" concentration is found in this same

region. High abundances values of "Soill" are observed to cross from the regions of low green

vegetation abundance in the northeast to a region of no green vegetation in the south, and show no

obvious correlation with anthropogenic effects. Therefore "Soil 1" shows higher overall

abundances in regions underlain by granodiorite, volcaniclastic, and chert relative to regions

underlain by melange lithologies. The correlation of the observed distributions and abundances of

"Soill" with general bedrock composition and not at all with vegetation or anthropogenic activity

argue that the spectral properties of "Soill" are strongly controlled by substrate composition.

The distribution patterns observed for "Soil2" are broadly complimentary to "Soil 1" in that

"Soil2" is widely distributed but concentrated in the western haft of the image. In the eastern part

of the image, this spectral unit is localized along just a couple of valley bottoms and also along the

flood plain of the creek. Upon closer examination, "Soil2" exhibits the highest abundances locally

on the lower slopes of the hills and more extensively in the broad valleys of the north and south.

In this manner,, the distribution pattern of "Soil2" differs from "Soil 1". "Soil 1" is broadly

distributed with few obvious concentrations related to the general surface morphology while

"Soil2" is apparently concentrated on the lower slopes and valley bottoms. The distribution

patterns in the western region correspond extremely well with the general lithologic boundaries of

the mafic-ultramafic melange substrate. This implies that at least for some of the region, the

spectral properties of the surface soil reflects the composition of the underlying bedrock. The

combined abundances of "Soil1", "Soil2", and dry grass account for the majority of the surface

spectral properties of the non-vegetated regions in this image.

"Soil3" is concentrated along valley floors in the northwestern region, and can be detected in

many small narrow valleys connecting to the main valleys. This imparts a filamentous or web-like

appearance to the fraction image for this endmember. Like "SoiL2", "Soil3" displays low to absent

abundances in the terrain underlain by volcaniclastic sediments in the south eastern portion of the

image. But unlike "Soil2", it does appear in modest abundances in conjunction with "Soil 1" in the
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northeasternpartof the image.Finally, "Soil3" exhibitsavery interesting,discontinuousbut
spatiallycoherentzoneof elevatedabundancesthatformsanarcuatebeltextendingfrom thecentral

partof theimagetowardsthesoutheastandaroundtheedgeof theCretaceousgranodiorite

outcroppingalongthesouthernimageborder. Thisbelt correlatesextremelywell with a seriesof
faultsextendingaroundtheplutonicplug, throughthevolcaniclasticsediments,andinto the

melangewheretheidentificationof thefaultsis lost in thecomplexlydeformedand

compositionallycomplexmelangematrix. Theassociationof thespectrallydistinctregionwith

fault tracesandaplutonstronglysuggestsageneticlink. It ispostulatedthatthe intrusionserved
asaheatsourcethatestablishedhydrothermalcirculationthatleadto hydrothermalalterationof

rocksalongthefaultedareas.

Theoveralldistributionpatternsassociatedwith "Soil3" imply arangeof compositional

controlson thespectralproperties.Thevalleyfloor concentrationsmayreflectaspecial

environmentfor soil formationor, becausethevalleysareeasilyaccessibleandtravelled,a surface

thatis moredisturbedbyhumanandanimalactivity. Fieldobservationswouldsupportthe latter

explanation,sincefootpaths,animaltrails,andjeeptrailsareverycommonalongall thevalley

floors. "Soil3"complimentsandco-varieswith both "Soill" and"Soil2", indicatingthatsubstrate

compositionalonedoesnotdefinethespectralpropertiesof thisendmember.However,the

absenceof "Soil3" in theregionunderlainbyvolcaniclasticsediments,andthearcuatezoneof

enhancedabundancescuttingthroughthisregion,imply thatlithologicsubstratemusthavesome
effecton thesurfacespectralproperties.

Thisanalysisof endmemberfractionimagesandobservedcorrelationsto thegeneralgeologic

featuresinFigure1b indicatethatthespectralpropertiesof thethree"soil" endmembersareat least

partiallycontrolledby bedrockcomposition.Theotherendmembers,greenvegetation,grass,and

"shade",aremorestronglycontrolledby agriculturalcultivation,landuse,andtopographic

shading(for "shade").Spectralmixtureanalysishasthereforepermittedthemappingof the

primarysurfacespectralunitsandtheidentificationof surfacespectralunitsmorestrongly

associatedwithsoil andsubstratecomposition.Becausethespectraleffectsof vegetationand

shadinghavebeenlargelyisolated,adetailedexaminationof thecompositionalcharacterand

variationsof thesoiIpropertiesis possible.Thiscanbesummarizedbypresentingthethreesoil

fractionimagesin athreecolorrepresentationwith "Soill" asblue,"Soil2" asred,and"Soil3" as

green.To displaytherelationshipsbetweencompositionalvariationandmorphologybetter,the

soil fractionimageshavebeendividedbythe"shade"fractionimage,whichessentially

superimposesthespatialvariationsin thesoil abundancesonashadedreliefrepresentationof the

topography.This is shownin ColorPlate1. This highlightsthecontrastbetweentheuniform

spectral,andinterpretedcompositional,propertiesof thesurfacesunderlainby thevolcaniclastic

andgranodioritelithologiesvs thecomplexvariationsassociatedwith surfacesunderlainby the
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mafic-ultramaficmelange.Thearcuatezonecuttingacrossthevolcaniclasticsubstrateand

extending.aroundthegranodioriteoutcropin thesouthcentralpartof the imagethatcorrelateswith
inferredfaults in thesubstrate(Saleeby,1979)is veryclearlydefined. Although theinferredfaults

arein rocksof similarbulk compositionandlithology,thespectralpropertiesareobviously
distinct.

Interpretation of Image Endmember Spectral Properties

AVIRIS approximate reflectance spectra of the five image endmembers used to compute the

distribution and abundance of surface components are shown in Figure 6. These spectra are

averages of about 20 spectra each and the image locations from where the spectra were taken are

shown in Figure 3. The spectrum of dry grass exhibits the characteristic steep rise in reflectance

and smoothly varying spectrum discussed above in the section on surface components. The green

vegetation spectrum exhibits classic features of green vegetation including the small 0.55 _rn

reflectance peak, the sharp edge of the chlorophyll absorption near 0.7 p.m, and leaf water

absorptions near 1.0, 1.3, and longwards of 1.5 I-tm. The spectra of these endmembers are

distinct and exhibit strong spectral contrast relative to the other endmembers. This is reflected in

the fraction images, which are sharp and apparently free of noise, indicating that these endmembers

are independent and represent distinct surface components.

The soil spectra are distinguished primarily by the spectral shape between 0.5 and 1.3 lam, the

magnitude of the drop in reflectance from 1.32 to 1.50 _tm, and the spectral shape between 1.5 and

1.7 I.tm. The spectrum of "Soill" clearly exhibits some characteristics of the dry grass spectrum.

Although there is a relatively steep continuum slope from 0.6 to 1.3 l.tm, there is a large drop in the

intensity across the data gap near 1.4 _tm and there is the typical dry grass shape between 1.5 and

1.7 I.tm. Since the process of decay can impart a steep continuum slope to a grass spectrum

(Figure 2b), this drop in intensity and shape provide the best indicators for the presence of grass

components on the surface. However, analysis of the fraction image for this endmember implies at

least a partial control on the spectral properties by the soil properties and substrate. Therefore the

spectrum of this endmember is interpreted to contain the surface components of partially decayed

grass and soil developed over volcaniclastic and granodiorite substrate.

The endmember spectra of "Soil2" and "Soil3" differ qualitatively from "Soill" in the

continuum properties and spectral shape at wavelength channels longer than 1.3 _tm. As shown in

Figure 6, both exhibit an apparently flatter continuum slope, with two distinct breaks in slope near

0.6 and 0.7 I.tm. Also they both show a less intense drop across the data gap at 1.4 I.tm, and the

spectral shapes between 1.5 and 1.7 lam are somewhat more featureless than "Soill", and much

more featureless than the dry grass and green vegetation. To emphasize the relative differences

between the endmember soil spectra and de-emphasize possible calibration difficulties in the

12



interpretationof thesedata,theratioof soils2and3 to "Soil1"is computedandshownin Figure

7. This indicatesthat"Soil2" relativeto "Soill" hasalesssteepcontinuumslopefrom 0.5to 1.0

gm (decreasingratio),butsimilarcontinuumpropertiesfrom 1.0to 1.7I.tm(constantratio).

"Soil3"relativeto "Soill" exhibitsa lesssteep,relativecontinuumbetween0.5 and0.9I-tmbut

"Soil3"displaysa significantlygreatercontinuumslopethan"Soill" (increasingratio) in the

wavelengthregion0.90to 1.7l.tm. In summary,both "Soil2" and"Soil3" differ from "Soill"

with lesssteepcontinuumslopesbetween0.5 and0.9btm. "Soil2" then parallels the general

spectral properties of "Soill" between 0.9 and 1.7 t.tm while "Soil3" shows an increase in spectral

continuum.

There are two major possibilities for the observed differences in the spectral properties of the

soil endmembers: mineralogic and organic. If the differences are due to mineralogic factors,

comparison of the soil endmember spectral properties to the laboratory spectra of the primary

surface components shown in Figure 2 suggests that Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ absorptions could be

contributing to the spectral properties of "Soil2" and "Soil3". It is observed that both rock and soil

spectra from the melange exhibit a break in slope around 0.6 I.tm where Fe2+-Fe 3+ charge-transfer

absorptions begin to become prominent. Between 0.6 and 1.8 I.tm, some soils (A,D, and E) show

featureless spectra that have progressively less steep continuum slopes. Other soils (B, C) show

evidence of Fe 2÷ and Fe 3+ absorptions, as well as a strong and, in some cases, increasing

continuum slope out to approximately 1.8 grn. The spectra of the melange rocks show strong

Fe 2÷ and Fe 3+ absorption between 0.6 and 1.1 I.tm, and a prominent increase in spectral

continuum slope from 1.1 to 1.8 I.tm. In soils developed over the mafic and ultramafic bedrock in

the melange, the combination of Fe 2÷ and Fe 3+ absorptions could cause observed differences from

the spectral properties of "Soill" shown in Figure 7. Organic matter can impart a similar overall

absorption between 0.6 and 1.2 gm (Stoner and Baumgardner, 1981; Condit, 1972; Huete and

Escadafal, 1991) that is similar to some of the curve shapes for the soil spectra. However, organic

constituents would also contribute to the drop in reflectance between 1.35 and 1.5 I.tm. Therefore,

it is apparent that "Soill" is likely to contain the most organic component relative to endmember

soils 2 and 3, and the distinctions of "Soil2" and "Soil3" from "Soill" is primarily mineralogic.

W Conclusions

The field site investigated presented significant challenges to the quantitative use of remote-

sensing data. Although not mountainous, the topography is very hilly and the illumination

geometry varies substantially on very short spatial scales. The surface is covered by a

heterogeneous mixture of green vegetation, dry and decaying grasses, and soils. The more level

areas are cultivated and much of this cultivation is in the form of irrigated fields and orchards. In

the hilly terrain, the land is used principally to graze cattle and horses and the grazing patterns
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changefrequently. Also, rangefaresarenotuncommon.Finally, thebedrockgeologyis

extremely.complex,varyingfrom arelativelyhomogeneoussubstratein regionsunderlainby

Cretaceousgranodioriteto thehighlyvariablemaficto ultramaficKaweah melange, in which the

composition can vary quite substantially on the scale of a few meters. In order to derive a realistic

model or quantitative description for this complex surface, one must isolate transient surface

components such as the amount of green vegetation, dry grass, and illumination, from the less

transient surface elements such as soils and bedrock.

The high spectral and spatial resolution reflectance data provided by AVIRIS provides an

extraordinary wealth of information about surfaces. However, in a terrain such as this, the

information is not always evident. Distinct and well defined absorptions diagnostic of the

composition of surface constituents are largely absent in the AVIRIS data, except from materials

like green vegetation which have a high spectral contrast. Instead, the reflectance properties of all

the surface constituents are mixed such that the spectral contrast in any given pixel is muted and

unique identification of surface constituents is challenging. Also, as the relative proportions of

components vary through time due to changing land use, and to the effects of short- and long- tema

climatic fluctuations, these changes may be misinterpreted using traditional classification and

change detection techniques.

In this study, spectral mixture analysis was used to identify and map the distribution and

abundance of five primary surface components and also to model the effects of variable

illumination. This approach successfully separated the transient surface spectral components of

illumination, dry grass, and green vegetation, from the more stable surface spectral components

associated primarily with soils. Although the "soils" mapped in the approach taken here will by

nature contain transient elements (primarily as varying proportions of organic constituents), the

correlation between the soil fraction images and bedrock geology indicates a lithologic influence on

the soil spectral properties, and therefore composition. A more sophisticated application of spectral

mixture analysis as described by Smith et al (1990a; 1990b) in which the data are deconvolved into

fraction images of well characterized spectral endmembers from a library, would better characterize

soil compositions and abundances. Nevertheless, the distinction between these soil image

endmembers in a spectral context is very subtle, yet the spatial distributions observed in the

fractions images reveal coherent and interpretable patterns. This therefore demonstrates the

tremendous value of high spectral and spatial resolution data in discriminating subtle differences in

soil composition, despite the complicating effects of highly variable transient surface components.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5.

Location and generalized geologic maps summarized after Saleeby (1978). The ground

coverage of the AVIRIS window used in this investigation is shown in (a). A more

detailed view of the general geology of this window with fault traces indicated is shown

in (b).

Representative laboratory reflectance spectra of the major lithologic, vegetation, and

soil types from the field site. All spectra were measured in RELAB at Brown

University. The horizontal lines near the top of each plot indicates the wavelength

coverage of AVIRIS data used in this analysis. Complete visible to near-infrared

reflectance spectra are shown for completeness. In (a), the rock spectra are labelled to

indicate the primary mineralogy or lithology represented where Serp refers to

serpentine, Amphib refers to the amphibole hornblende, and Grano refers to

granodiorite. In (b), A is senescent ordry _ss, B is partially decayed grass, C is

green vegetation, and D is burnt grass. The spectra of the various soils in (c) are

discussed in the text. Note the differences in continuum slope caused by differences in

the prominence of Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ absorptions.

AVIRIS image at wavelength channel 0.655 l.tm of the area outlined in Figure la.

North is towards the top of the image. The white arrow points to a region that has

recently burned. The labeled boxes show the locations from where the image

endmembers were selected for the mixing analysis. Box a is for the green vegetation

endmember, box b is the "grass" endmember, box c is the endmember "Soill", box d

is "Soil2", and box e is "Soil3". The "shade" endmember is idealized as spectrally

neutral with a reflectance of 1% across all wavelengths. The fraction images for each

of these endmembers are shown in Figure 5.

Gain and offset terms used to calibrate the AVIRIS radiance data to reflectance. Offset

terms were derived using a linear mixing approach (e.g. GiUespie et al, 1990) and gain

values were determined by a relative reflectance methods after removal of the offset

terms (Mustard and Pieters, 1987a).

Fraction images for the image endmembers shown in Figure 6. The intensity or

brightness corresponds to the fractional abundance of the image endmember where high

brightness means greater fractional abundance except for the "shade" endmember, in

the upper left hand comer: this fraction image has had a compliment stretch applied to

emphasize that the "shade" endmember models surface illumination effects. Bright

grey values correspond to 100% and dark grey values to 0%. The sum of all the

fraction images is equal to 100%. From the lower right to the upper left, these images
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correspond to green vegetation (lower right), dry grass (lower left), "Soil 1" (middle

.right), "Soil2" (middle left), "Soil3" (upper right) and "shade" (upper left).

Figure 6. AVIRIS reflectance spectra of the image endmembers used to model the surface

reflectance and calculated the fraction images shown in Figure 5. They are labelled

along the right vertical axis and discussed in detail in the text.

Figure 7. The ratio spectra of the reflectances of "Soil2" and "Soil3" divided by "Soill". These

spectra have been normalized to a value of 1.0 at the wavelength 0.55 l.tm to emphasize

relative differences in spectral shape independent of absolute differences in albedo.

Color Plate 1. Three-color image combining the fraction images for the three soil endmembers

with "Soil1" in the blue, "Soil3" in the green, and "Soil2" in the red. The fraction

images in Figure 5 were used, but have been divided by the fraction image for "shade"

to illustrate the soil distributions relative to topography.
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